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Abstract
I

Tutorial dialogues can be analyzed as an

interaction in which a tutor "debugs".a.stud'kptts knoWledge
.

-representation by diagnosing -and correcting conceptual

Misunderstandings; In this paper, we outline some tentative

steps toward: a theory whic.-. describes tutorial interaction.

We. outline the goal structue'4 ofv.a tutor, describe types of

conceptual bugs that students, have in their understanding of

-Physical- processes 'and. discuss some of the representationai

viewpoint necessary to, d ag no se (and correct .tbeSe .bugs
. r

\
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Diagnosing Students' Misconceptions in causal Models

. Albert Stevens

Allan Collins

Sally Goldin

We are building a. computer aided: instructional system

which tutors students to. reason - about and understand

physical processes. In order tobuild such*a system, we
.,

'-' have. been forced t
4, confront several fundamental 'issues

, ',.

about the.. tutorial pr cess?....
01.

..k

(I ) What_ is the goal structure that governs. a, tutor's

sele.ption of -examples, questions and statements at

'different points in the dialogue?

'`"
(2.) ..W11,4 are the typeS o.f misconceptions that students-have-

.

and,ho'w do tutors diagnose miscanceptions
-

from errors

students make?
O O

(3) What-are, the abstractrons and vibwpoints that tutors
0 c

use to _explain phys'ical processes?
.

We -believe we:. are .taking t.entative steps toward a

theory which addresses these iss'ues.. -Our approach is to

.4

.

work out .-a theory-based on analyses of tutoring dialogues
a

,, .
e

and experiMents Ad theme . build a' system based on that'
,

'..'
. )

theory. Building the system ,reveals points Where the theory

is inadequate or 4tong. In subs-equent =iterations of--this

.
4..



'
process, we. concentrate on these 'Weak points. In' this

paper, we will.,'describe the first version of our system, its

-weak points and the steps in .analysis and theory development

we are taking to remedy'these weak points.

. .

The WHY System .

can

i4

The .first version of our system, called the WHY system,

carry on a simple teachirT dialogue about the causes of

rainfall. The theory on which the WHY system is based.- is
. .

formalized as- a set of production rules regi-) e;enting

teaching ''strategies (Collins, 1977) -*and a script-like

knowledge structure (Schank & Abelson,-1977). The script

structure represents thq" different temporal and causal -steps

in processes that affect rainfall. P,' Many scripts in the

'systems can be decomposed into more-detailed subscripts. ,Th'e
c.

resulting embedded structlirt-%.3.s Used, to represent levels of
,

.

detail of knowlponge abo different processes. '...

Figutfe 1 illustrates° these, aspec,ts of .knowledge
,

organization. It 4gows the top-level script. _for heavy

rainfall which consists of our steps:_Evasoration, moliement.
4( 1

of the air mass, cooling and precipitatiOri. The subscript

for the first- step is also-Shown and cAtiatiistSdof a more
,

e'evaporation:detailed breakdown.of the steps' in a

. ,

-37
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Hecivy Rainfall.,

$

1: A worm air mass'

over Q warm body of

water absorbs a lot

of moisture from the

body of water

1: Evaporation

2: Winds carry the

Precedes
warm moist air mass

rom over.t o

4 of water to over the

land mass

0
0

1,1: A body of water
Enables.

1.2: Moisture evaporates

water is warm ---0.rapidltinto the air mass

overthe body of water

3: Thi moisrair

Prectdes
mass from over the

o yip water cools

over the land area

1,

1.3: The,air mass
Enables

1.4: The warni air mass

overtthe body of can hold a lot of

wafer is worm moisture

4.

YI

; .

FIGURE 1. The script for heavy, rainfall and the subscript for

evaporation in the first version of the:Why system.

1'

4

4: the moisture in the

ses
air map from over the

--body of water

preCipitates over the

land area

ses 1.5: The warm air mass

over the warm body of

and water absorbs a lot of

moisture irom the body

causes of water
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The teaching strategy rules are stated- in terms 'of

conditional test, of the student's response,to a.question-

paired with an action..to perform if the test is true.

Example rules are:

(1) If the student gives as an explanation a factor that
s not an immediate cause in the causal chain,

cen ask for the intermediate steps.

(2) If the student gives as an explanation one or more
factors that are not necessary,

then formulate a general rule by asserting that the
factor is necessary and ask the student if the
rule is true.

AM.

The theory in Colli (1976) consists Of twenty-four rules.

5

The first 4versio of the Why system containe seven
). .

which test for mis ing script.steps, ask- student - questions

rules

and present information.

Problems With the Current System

4

L., the current WHY -system is able- to carry on simple
1 4

tutoring dialogues about be causes of -t&ihfall. It can ask

question places where heavy.rfainfall occurs, diagnose

mispsIng steps in the .student's knowledge and inform the

.student about the correct steps. A bit of interaction with
I

the syitem reveals several problems: (1) It has little_

global perspective about the dialogue and thus 'bases its

questions and responses almost exclusively on local context.

(2) It is sensitive to 'student errors, but typically ;misses

the cause of these errors, correcting the surface error but

10 '
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.

failing to diagnose the underlying misconception 'that t'----

-..error reflects. (3) Th'ere are many important aspects -:_f
.

physical processes and many important ways of describing

physical processes that the WHY system fails to?use.

These problems paral" the issues listed earlier.--ItIe

lack of global perspec- e -in the current system arises

because theye is no
)

Coherent, ./goal str,ucture. The
(

teaching' - strategy rules. we ortginally developed are based oh
T' '

the 'students' immediate responses and have no 1way to
,

establish and be influenced by higher level yonls._
. /
.../

The types bEct'misconceptions in,students° KnckwIedge that

a sytem can diagnose are heav"ily dependerit (-In the knowledip

represented in the slstem. The script str=tures ,in the

ourreny, WHY system are _ab.: to _oresent.misconceptions

which result because of missing subste7.s or extra substeps,

in the various scripts.. These are only tvlo cf several types

of misconceptions that occur: We will discuss others below.

4

The problems of failing to discuss important 'aspects of,

p ysical ° processes aid failing to use important ways of

describing physical pr,ocesses arise becawse the
,7.

r'

script-sulAcrip formalism is limited.. We ' believe that t

2.----representing knowledge aboiat

mmltiple n'representatio'n1

physical processes requires

viewpoints." -Our
'7.

_structures provide one ;of _those, the viewpdint of a sequence

script

4
.

c



of temporally ordered processes, some causally. related to

others., and some subprocesses. of\, hers. This
.

representational viewpoint -is important,. but equally

important is the. "functional. Viewpoint" whicEemphasizes the

unctional relationsilips among attributes of the various

object6 involved in different processes.

In the following sections,- we. will discuss each of

these problems and p ,apvide some initial ii5eas'-about a theory
0.

necessary to deal".with them. It will be apparent that they

are all intimately interrelated and that a key element

necessary for- their solution is an' adequate
,

representing the knowledge taught.
I

Some Proposed Solution

formal i-sm
7

for

.Goal Structure. One of, the major constraints on a

theory, o'f tutoring thateit should adequately. describe the
-.....

,

\ '.
structure o.f tutorial dialogues.' Our analyses of tutorial

dialogus reveals, a general structure-that follows from the

, script structure ,of th4 knoc4ledge base. Tutors discuss

topics in' a rational order, .typically 'follow hg the
./.

discussion of one pnocess.with discussion of a temporally or,

causally adjacent process' or with a discussiori of component_

subprocesses. .

(l



be: fa iz4).e dialogue

.-probletatsi-cal. :Close

reveal that '-the tutor

,.
,,,,,

-... ,
--,. . ... .. \

.
..

. ''.,..-- 4. '
. _ .

structure 'is ,2il\uch- more -

. . . ' v

examination- -of. dii1c54ues

`\.probes the studen,:t about* many-

different aspects of the knowledge. When the student makes

ein error, ,.the

but

c

tutor will sometimes correct ". it- immediately,

in many cases will -ask other questions until, the

rnis-conce_ption underlying the error is isolated. The

.treatment of the misconception may then .require a- number of

interchanges during which the -tutor tests the student' s

knowledge and supplies the relevant information. We believe=

that a powerful perspective from which to view this more

detailed structure of tutorial dialogues is that of the

tutor as a "debugger." Much of the detailed structure of a
4./

ialogue results from ,the ,tUtor using .various ,strategies
.

diagnose studenes' misconce-ptiOns,' or `"bugs,"

applying strategies correct them:

In, order to investigate this perspective

debuggei-S, we have -conducted dialogues where

and.respo.nses were communicated over linked

where the t'fitOrs . verbally commented on two

and then

of tutors as

the questions

terminals and

aspects of the

dialogue as they proceeded. The two aspects were: (1) What

they thought :the student knew or didn't know baSed Ion the

student's' -response, acid .(2) why they responded t4... the

student in the way they did. This technique supplies data

normally unavailable for a- .dialogue- analysis, °providing



.insights into how the tutor deverops a model of the student,,

4111we tha tutor organizes' the kn6wi' qe being taught and how
r

these-two Tactors influence the tutors choice''of questions

and resporises to the-student.._

Using this ,data, we developed the outlines-of a theory;
ti

of tutors' goalstructures: The-goal structure we derived:

is summarized in Table .1.* The top leyel goals are (1)

refine' the student's causal model- and (2) -refine the

stud'ent's procedures.for-applying the model. These directly

.

govern the selection of cases. As the student's knowledge
4

becomes more refined, moving- from an understanding of

first-order factors

selected which are exemplary of the factor.s",the -tutor is

to --bighet-order 'factors, cases are

trying .to teach. As the ,student!is predictive ability-

bedomes refined 'Cases a-re selected which are 'progressively:.

more novel and conpl,px, taxing the student's predictive

ability more and more.

The*process of achieving these top-level go'als involves

two types of subgoals:, diagnosi's and correction. Both of

these subgoals govern the Seiectian of basic strategies.
,

. The purpose of diagnosis is to ,d(iscover- gaps and

misconceptions in, the stddenE's knawlede.. This. generally

requires that *the' tutor probe the student by asking for

relevdnt factors; 'by requiring the student to make



Table 1

)
POutline.tfra:Socratic Tutor's Goal Structure. The maalfestations refer

.

the rules described- in Collins '(1976) and Stevens and
,

Collins (19fT).
s

. Goals

Rep.ne-the student's causal model
mowing from 1st to nth order factors.

Q.

Refine the student' procedures'-for
applying the causal model to novel-

.
cases:

Subgoals

Diagnose the student's "bugs",
(i.e. the difference) between the
student's knowledge and the tutor's
knowledge.)

Correct the diagnosed bugs

Manifestation

e Case selection rules:
Select cases tha.are
exemplary of the releverit
factdr.

CaSe selectibm rules:
Select less 'familiar cases,
eiemilary of new factdrs.'

Ask.-for-factor rules.
Prediction rules..
Entrapment rules.
Probe-reasoning-strategy rules

Inform-student rules
hissing-factor i'uleS'
Forming hypotheses rules
Testing hypotheses rules
Information-collection rules



; - t .;
.. ,

i.
. 1

s,. .

peed fctions, about carefully selected cases-, and by trying to

Our outline of goal structure is relatively general and
g probably can -be applied tp many different knbwledge domain

ntrap the student into-making incorrect predictions.. It is
clerar from our analysis of human dialogues that diagnosis.'
cannot be completely characterized in ;terms

-

of a simple

mapping between studentsi errors 'and their conceptual, bugs.
)- /
Rather the process' involves sophisticated use of a student .

mo&el and knowledge about "common bugs in order to simulate .

the student's reasoning processsl,_ a pinpoint the
. .

underlying conceptual errors or missing .inforfnation.

some cases, -a single answer may reveal a whol set of bugs,

while in other cases, the" tutor must carefully probe the
student, testing alternative hypothesized bugs to ..reveal the ti
misconception.

typically, .when a conceptual ,bug .1s. ,diagnosed, the
tutor attempts to correct it. This \may require a single

7-0 ,statement for simple
.

to correct problems in the student' s- causal model.

factual errors or an extended- dialogue

Stevens and Collins (19771) we illustrate the ;tppli6ation of
,

this goal structure model by analyzing,- a tutorial, -

s
and tutorial interactions-. However.,- in ardet- to specify it

o. i
.- in detail, we need to know what' the bLigs are, how , they can

be represented how they are diagnosed from errors =and how-,-

,wthy_ can be' corrected.
ti



5

Types of bugs-in,.und6rstanding rainfall. Our analyses

of dialogues show that tutors: spend a good part of their

time diagnosing conceptual bugs from. errors qhanifeSted in

the dialogue. We believe that one of the major skills a

- .

teaaher possesses is knowledge about the types of conceptual

bugs students are - likely .to have, the manifestations of

. _

these' bugs and methods for correcting them. It is thus

clear that an 'important coMponent of any teachings system is

method for repi.esenting, diagnosing, and correcting bugs.
-".

To 'examine the types of bugs that occur in students'\

.understanding of rainfall, we -carried out a- simple

experiment. We compiled ;a systematic test about the .causes

of. heavy rainfall by generating questions for all major ,

script node_s in: the current WHY system representation of

This' included, for__each node, a queSion which

querie&prior script steps and questions which queried

su quent script -steps. These questions were presented to

subf'ects: on a questionnaire. At the top of the

questionnaire . 'was

explained:that: all questions were to be interpreted as

I .

referring to areas-of the .world where heavy rainfll occ.urs

context-setting paragraph which

and described whdt we meant by. heavy rainfall Some typical

questions. from.thistest are:

17



"How is the moistue- content _ of the: :.air ielated tO,

heaVY rainfall ?"

"What role does rising air play in causing rainfall?"

"What causes evaporation?"
O

There Were a total of 32 questions. The questions were

init' ally randomi zed .pnd each subject, receive them in the

same random order. The question aire also included two

questions, one which asked the subjects to name areas of the

world which have heavy rainfall and the other areas 'which

have little rainfall.

The. instructions .'emphaSized -that even if -the: subject

r

felt they did-not 'know -an answer , they should try to answer

the question. We adopted' these instructions, because the
, .- % /

,

i° ~.typical response given by subjects when con-froheeT with this

test was "I don' t know anything about rainfall'." ...Subsequent
,

probinii. revealed -ghat they often knew a good deal more
( '

than
. )

they thought. The test- was administered to -,subjects

individually' and typically was completed in about 30

minutes.

The 'experiment provided 'us with a substantial body ,of

data on errors and misconceptions. In order to analyze the

responses in detail , all answers that were judged incorrect

kiere tabulated under the appropriate questions. We then

18



. .... ,- .

analyted these errors 'by developing . 'basic set . of

conceptual bugs and classifying the %eirors according "to this
, .

C._

set.' This analysi-s revealed t*To points of major rp t e r e s t :

1) A partiaular conceptual bug is often shared by

many sfudents.

(2) A particular conceptual bug is often manifested in

many different ways.

For example,
7/

bug we call the Cooligg,by7dontact bug is

very common, occurring for 6 of the Si stiblects. Some

'verbatim examples of manifestations
JVY
of this bug are: ,1%

(1) "Cold air masses cool warm air masses when they

-

(2) "Wind's cause air to cool."

(3) "Mountains 'tau se condensat:in because cold land
.

touching warm air causes condensation."

(4)" "Cold Iron s, wind, snow and rain- cause 'air

(5). "told lair masses cool the clouds .sc( the rain

falls."



14.
.

--'1

neyessary 'occurs when an air_ mass is forced to

cirising results in expansion and 'energy loss.

rise:«, The

We identified a 6ptali'Of sixteen -.different bugs from

. this experiment.' They are shown in order of frequency in

Tabl -2 Using hes6,site bugs, we were able to account

for. 58% of the answers origdnally fUdged to be incorrect-or

omitted. (By ignoring omissions, we were able account for

72%.) We are being conservative in this accounting. For

many of the remaining' errors and omissions,' one can make a

'plausible argument that these bugs could lead to that error.

Many statements that we did not account'for were fa'Ctual

errors, for example, "Heavy, rainfall occurs only in warm

areas." (Heavy rainfall occurs in many cool and cold areas

77,

of he world.) Others .were naming errors. For example,.

"When water evaporates, it turns to .steam." (The standard-

. term in meteorology for the produt of evaporation is 'water

vapor.)

, . ,

Many o'f the bugs we,observed are -secific -to the domain,
. ,

of rainfall. This sheuld b neither surprising nor

dis'turbinT. One of the skills a goad teacher, must possess

is knowledge. of the types of misconceptions that 'arise in

:the domain aught. It is likely that ttiere are other bags

students' knowledge aboutwhich occur

will surprise us if this number is unmanageably large.

20 At.



table 2.. 'tle,set of obsei-ved misconceptions
/

4.: Misconception Number of tubjec-ts -Example,-

(1)Coolingv;by-contact
41.

Heating-by-radiation

SmallmolstUre-source

(4) 13iSing-cfuse;r,
increased-press.pre

(5) AbsorbtionTby-
ex paniion

(6) Heating-by-contact

(7) Squeeling-caused=
Condensation

((8) .Temperature-of-water-
irrelevant-for-
el-raporation

(9) Temperature-
differential-
causes-evaporation

(10) Insufficient -
warm ing -of-
water

. 1 1 )- Heating-causes-
condensation

(12) Winds-causer
pressure-increases

(13) Cooling-causes-
eVaporation

(14) Rising-results-in
pressure-equalization'

(15) Cooling-cause-air
to-rise

(16) EvaporatIon-,causes-
air-to-rise-

.2

2

1

"Mountain's cause condensation
becau,se..;pold land touc ng. air
causes -candensation.' ,

"The sunwarmsthe air."

"A 12 by 12 by 10 -foot po9c1 is
-enbugli to cause rainfall."

"Rising air makes the`-moist air
rise, pressuf-e increa-ses...."

"'..'.decrease in pressur'e cause's.
;4ater molecules to expand,
causes evaporation." <

...land warms the ,air at night."
ss

"Putting presSure on air
masses causes condensation."

"Temperature of water is
unrelated to evaporation."

"Air has to be cooler than
the body of water for
evaporation to occur ."

"A current can be warm .,because
it comes from a4grarm source
of water---for example, a e

lake wh=ich is-warm,"

"Aire warming up causes rainfall."

"Winds are forceful and -

cause various air preSsures."

"When a body of,- water is cold,
it evaporates."'

"Air that is-warmer is expanded
and has leSs pressure. It rises
until its pressure is equal to
surrounding -air."

)

"Cooling causeslair to rise ?I

"Evaporation causes air to rise."
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To Prekent these bygs in a way''

that makes'it poSsible-

for a ,tqachingi system with. a. diagnose-and-correct goal

s71cucture to use-theth is an importarstep. In-principle,
.

the current script -like forMalism, cOuld, be used. In
.

practice, such things as incorrect functfonal relationship
,

.

. .

(e.g. the Heatfng-causescondensation bui5) or incorrect
"=.1r

attributes (e.g., the temperature of mountains in the

Cooling=by-contact bug) seem to: require 'a different

rep?tSentational viewpoint 'than those- provided by script
. 1 c

structures- We will provide some steps toward- a solution

below 'in the section on representation:

Explaining' physical' processes,. The thitd problem we

ae-lc-ribed in the introddction is the nature of the

abstractions and viewpoints hat to ors use to describe
P

.physical processes. The teaching dialogues we' have examined

require multi-leveled structure, with soript-like

knowledge necessary to support some parts of the discussions

and relatively low-level detailed knowledge about physical

principles necessarylb support other parts. More

:'interestingly, -to adequately support the dialogues requires

that the knowledge :be factorable in several -ways. TUtors

discuss far more, than causal and -tempordl linkages between

,steps in a script structure. They probe and discuss

information abobt attributes of the actors that. are.
. .3>

important, the results of processes and the form of the



.

'r-Onctilona-1 -relationship whiCh)holds-7be.tween.the attributes

opf.actdrs and- the results of processes.

Some examples of tutors' statements and questions are

shown in Table 3. In each case, the question or statement

refers to one of the specific aspects of the knowledge we

just described. A cursory examination of our- dialogues

suggest that ea large percentge of tutors' statements and

4uestions- fall into- these categories. For example in a

representative"dialogue which° consisted of 41 exchanges,

. between the tutor and student, four of the tutor's
i

.

_
.

statements were about attributes f- i'our were about

results of processes and seven were about functional

relationships. This accounting includes 15 of the tutor's

statements. Of the remaining 26, eight are references to

priar, intermediate of subsequent processes at a ,level of

abstraction that can be handled by script structures. The

remainder, which we do not have good ideas about, include

references to- the spatial 'structure of the processes,

descriptions of physical principles and :.explication of

metaphor:

Representing the knowledge domain

For each of the three problems .we have discussed, a key

:element_neCessarY'-for i,ts solution_is.an adequate formalism

for representing the knowledge taught. To _specify the gOal

0
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Table 3. Example statements: for each part of the representation. <1

Factors (Attributes of Actors)

"Do you think the amount of moisture in the air affects the

amount of rainfall?".

"Does the temperature of water affect evaporation?"'

Results of Processes

"Condensatibn is the, process by which moisture in the air

becomes liquid water

"EVaporation is the process by which water in tie ocean

becomes moisture in the air."

Functional Relations

"What happens to the temperature.of the air as it rises?"

"Do you remember how temperature affects evaporation?"



structure of a tutoi, ih detail, requies .specifying

misconceptions and methods 'for correcting them. Specifying

misconceptions and the proper abstractions and viewpoints

fromi. which to diagnose and correct them requires a detailed

formalism for representing the knowledge 'taught. Script

structures can be used to. represent ordered causal and`
temporal processes .but this handles only a small number of

bug representations and viewpoints from which to discu's

them. In this section, we will describe one additional

representational viewpoint. that, ,seems important for a
, -

tutorial systeM.

A representation ,of functional relationships. The

basic' unit of our representation for functional

relationships is description of some process such as

-cooling or ev'aporation.- An example is shown in Figure 2.

This represents the process of evaporation as ft occurs.in

the rainfall domain. Its paits,are:

(1) Poet of actors each with a role in the overall
.

process. For example, the ocean playS the Tole of

moisture source.

(2) A set of factors which' affects the proceis. The factors

are all 'attributes 'of' actors. For example, the

temperature of the source,body-of-water is a factor in

evaporation.



ure 2. A --:functional. representat-iern for evaporation,.

EVAPORATION'

Actors
Source: Large - body -of -water

Destination:- Air-mass
Factors

Temperattre(Source)
Temperature(DeStination)
Proximity(Source, Destination)

Functional-relationship
Positive(Temperature(Source))

4

Positive(Temperature(Destination) )
Positive(Proximity(Source, Destination) )

Result
Inbrease(Humidity(Destination))

o

I
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(3) description of the result of the process. The resat

always, a change of an 'attribute of one of the

actors. For example,,- the result of evaporation is to

increase the humidity of the destination air mass.

(4) PCdesariptidn of the functional relationship which

holds among the factors and the result. -141e-believe

there is room, for complexity and subtlety in the

deici-iption of functional, relations, but we currently

use a simple descriptive -scheme which allows positive

and inve'rse'relationship. For example, in evaporation

-there is a positive relationship between the

of the moisture source and= the 'resulting

hurritaity of the air mass:

This ,representation is general in two ways. It can- be

partially 'sPecified by. assigning values 'to , the -ac -tor .

attributes- 'For example, representing -an instance 'of a

large amount of .evaporation requires assigning values like

.

"warm" to. the temperatures of satirce ana destination and a

value like. "adjacent" to' the proximity relationship.

Inference rules -which make use of the information about

relevant attributes and functional relationships can be

construated.to check (at some level of approximation) if the

assigned values -of factors and result are consistent.

7
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The second way that this representation can be further

speCified is by instantiating thectors.tFor example, in

the case of rainfall over Ireland, the source isthe Gulf

Stresam.

Thus, the information in this representation provides a

way for gdherating reptesentations of different amounts of

evaporation and for representing these different amounts

with different actors. -This representatibn provides' an
, -

additional representational viewpoint that)is missing from

script structures.

Representing Bugs.

knowledge that is correc

misconceptions. One, constraint*

'addition o representing

it must be possi-tile to represent

on a knowledge

representation used for teaching' is

misconceptions as meaningful transforMations

knowledge representations

example, consider the

to repretent=

of the basic

(Brown and Burton, 1978).. For

representation for the

__Absorption-by-expansion bug shown in Figure 3.

is highlighted. It consists principally of _a

The key part

substitution

of pressure for temperature as the relevant attribute of the

destination irf the normal representation

Representing bugs'in the

for

same format as

evaporation.

the,-correct-
v

knowledge makes differential.diffignosis possible. In trying .

to.- decide whether a student has the cooling-Sy-contact bug,



k(Figure- '8. The Absorption-y=expansion bug.

Evaporation under the Absorption -by- expansion bug
Actors

Source: Large-body-.of='-water
Destination:

Factors
Air-mass

Pressure (Dest ination)
Proximity(Sourcel Destination)

Functional-relationship
1-71verse(PressuretbestInation))
Tositive(Proximity(Sogrce, Destination))

Result-
-Increase(Humidity(Derstination) )

O

IV
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asking the. student what actors are involved will not prOvide

ariy relevant information. Either winds, mountains or, cold

air -masses will be mentioned as iMportant. It is the

role or

leverage.

attributes

However,'

of these actors that supplies ,the

in the Small-moisture-so.urce bug, the

actor itself supplies the diagnostic leverage poirrL

Bugs show up in all parts of the represenation. For

example, the Cooling-by-contact bug is represepted as a

difference in the role of the object, or as a diffeirence in

the relevant attribute of the object. The

as a

,The .

Heating-causeS-condensation 'bug is represented

4difference in -functional relationship.

.Small-moisture-source bug

actor in the source role.

is.r.epresented as

Remainng ProbIems

a difference of

In the previous sections, we outlined some tentative-
.

steps toward solving the problems. of goal structure,
_

,representin -miSconceptions, and .providing the additional
.4

representational viewpoint of a set of .functionally related

processes.. We believe the heart of these problems-lies in

the representation of knowledge, Our-tentative -steps toward

representing
/

knowledge and misconceptions about ''physiC'al

4processes extend the,

using, but we

surface.

believe we

represenation we haverbeen

are still

-25-
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Padding 'this one viewpoint has given us more windows

into -,problems that were opaque using our previous notation.

.In.the-remainder of this paper-, we will point out the nature

of some of the probleMs that we can now see.

Interacting Bugs. In most cases, a single bug accounts ?

for each error, but there are cases where bugs .interaCt to.

produce .'a single, misconception. Brown and Burton (l9E78)

have shown that in arithmetic, students often have a set of

bugs, that ,interact to produce non-obvious patterns of

e

errors. The.pbservations from our 'experiment . suggest ,that

similar things happen in the rainfall domain. For example;
4=

one subject said inresponse to a question about the role of

cold 4iP masses:

"Cold air masses hitting warm air masses cause
j

r i

.

condensation."

Since she mentioned contact ind not rising, the' most
.

straightforward diagnosis from this statement is that she

has a Cooling-by=contact bug; However, the pr'oblem really

seems to be due to two .interacting- bu4s: the

Heating-by-contact bug_ and the Heating-caUses-condensation

bug. .Two.of this 'student''s .responses -to .other questions

were:

-2



"Air warming up causes rainfall."

"tropical winds warm air."
5

Thus, her description of .condensatiOn.cauSed by.cold air

masses hitting warm air masses is most likely due to these

bugs interacting to produce a model in which the cold air is

warmed up from contact with the warm, air. (the

Heating-by-contact bug) and this warming causes rainfall.
4t

(the Heating-causes-condensation bug)..

The existence 'of interactions imply, that-. the mapping

from errors to bugs is not one -to -one. We .suspect that

there are many cases .where the relatibriship between a set of

errors and the undeilying bugs may be quite subtle. 'rise

''-eki-stente. of non7obvious interactions may account. for our

inability to.classify many of the errors we observed.

Where bug-s' come from?-. Having !looked at the bUTs we

have isolated, we now believe-that they are relatively

shallow, reflecting- even deeper leVels of misconceptions

knowledge. The major reason for belftving this is that bugs

themselves seem to form patterns. The patterns seerri best.

explained as the result of deeper problems in the student's

knowledge. Sometimes these deeper problems are due to the

,application of an incorrect metaphOr in understanding a

procesS;., other times the patterns reflect incorrect or



missing general relationships between process, like the

notion o'f inverse, or positive feedback.

An example of a pattern that reflects an incorrect

application of a metaphor is the "sponge -pattern". It
includes r two bugs: the. AbSorption-by-expansiOn bug arid the

Squeezing-ca9ses- bug.bu I effect"; the student

the air mass az a giant sponge, expanding pp absorbviews

moisture and later having it squeezed out. Tutor typicaliy

deal with this deep-level

"container" analogy for, the
w

capacity of the conrainer with

size.

isconception by- using a.

air mass, identifyins the

air temperature rather than

A second type of pattern is that which arises because

of missing generalizations about-prot-ess relationships.

.example, 'the pattern which includes

For

the

,--

Heating-causes-con6ensation bug but which also includes-the.

heating . and

student's lack of

correct functional relationship between

reflect" the.evaporation- seems t

.understanding. that Sondensation .and

.processes. Tutors eal with thli
. .

evaporation are inverse

student 'that.:the two -proc'esses

the sense

biiq,_by'inforpaing the

are inverses and, explaining

in which they are inveises.

These -1:m-cesses of understanding drawon a large set of

real-world 'knowledge that students have built 'up over their



lifetime. The bugs often seem to depend on -the 'tudent's

failure to understand some deep physical principles that

support the correct model. In order for tutors to deal with

conceptual bugs, they must recognize this mode of"'

understind ing and attempt to discover what model s the

student applies to understand .the processes taught.

patternsatterns f bugs implies that that there are still other

Other representational viewpoints. The existence
0

representationll viewpoints necessary- to deal completely

with physical processes. The analogical use of the "sponge"

concept' implies that a complete analysis will require

techniques for representing and modifying models-drawn from

other domains. The process-relationship example implies'

that representation of .generai.' process relationships like

".inverse proceises" feedback-. system ":; and "cyclical

process" will have to be included. There also seem
,

-to' be

,multiple ways of describing what appears to .be e'ssen'tially

the same information. These different ways may be,

generapive in nature, but they emphasize different aspects

f the processes.- _For example, there is the --energy

viewpoint fiom 4hich various processes appear to add or

remove types-of energy to different acto-is. = There is the

change-of-state 'viewpoint, from which--vaiibus actorg appear_

to change form and location as time progresses. These

multiple representational' viewpoints are different but must



f .0

interact in order to provide a complete icepsentation ,of
,.

physical process. We ibelfeve. that.. defining them will
.

provide additional insight'S into the nature of tutorial
skill.

V
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